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Abstract
Reconstruction of the axonal projection patterns of single neurons has been an important tool

for understanding both the diversity of cell types in the brain and the logic of information flow

between brain regions. Innovative approaches now enable the complete reconstruction of axo-

nal projection patterns of individual neurons with vastly increased throughput. Here, we review

how advances in genetic, imaging, and computational techniques have been exploited for axonal

reconstruction. We also discuss how new innovations could enable the integration of genetic

and physiological information with axonal morphology for producing a census of cell types in

the mammalian brain at scale.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Animal behavior is the product of the coordinated action of diverse

brain regions. Brain areas communicate through long-range circuits

formed by the axons of projection neurons. The unique axonal projec-

tion pattern of an individual neuron determines the subset of brain

regions and other cells to which it connects and transmits information.

Neuronal morphology—a cell's axonal projection pattern and the shape

of its dendritic tree—also represents one of the principal descriptors

used to define neuronal cell types. Nevertheless, axonal reconstruction

remains a technically challenging endeavor. As a result, complete axonal

reconstructions have been produced for only a few types of projection

neurons in the mammalian brain.

Recent advances in imaging technologies have permitted the acqui-

sition of high resolution, high signal-to-noise image volumes of the

complete rodent brain (Economo et al., 2016; Li et al., 2010; Mayerich,

Abbott, & McCormick, 2008; Oh et al., 2014; Ragan et al., 2012). Novel

genetic and viral tools enable neurons to be brightly and sparsely

marked with fluorescent labels. Computational approaches have accel-

erated the identification and segmentation of axonal segments within

large image volumes. These and other technologies now enable effi-

cient reconstruction of the axonal projections of single neurons. Here,

we describe how each of these advances have been exploited for this

purpose and discuss the challenges that must be overcome to under-

stand long-range connectivity in the brain at the single-neuron level.

2 | THE CHALLENGE OF AXONAL
RECONSTRUCTION

Mammalian projection neurons possess axonal arbors with complex

branching patterns. Axonal projections frequently span large portions

of the brain (Economo et al., 2016, 2018; Kita & Kita, 2012; Kuramoto

et al., 2009; Li et al., 2018; Ohno et al., 2012; Wittner, Henze,

Záborszky, & Buzsáki, 2007; Wu, Williams, & Nathans, 2014) (Figure 1)

and include segments that may be less than 100 nm in diameter

(Shepherd & Harris, 1998). The complexity and scale of axonal projec-

tions has presented a significant hurdle in determining their structure

and projection targets.

All existing reconstructions of mammalian neurons have been

produced using variations of the same three-step procedure. First,

one or more neurons are labeled within the brain. Next, fixed tissue

containing the labeled neurons is imaged with light microscopy.

Finally, axonal arbors are traced digitally or with pen and paper. Classi-

cal implementations of this labeling-imaging-tracing paradigm are

laborious and rarely produced axonal reconstructions approaching

completeness. Here, we discuss several key technological advances
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for labeling and imaging neurons that have vastly improved the effi-

ciency and completeness of axonal reconstructions.

2.1 | Sparse axonal labeling

Reconstructing axonal projections requires the processes of one neu-

ron to be distinguished from those of surrounding cells. However, the

cell membranes of adjacent neurons can be separated by as little as

~20 nm. Adjacent cells can be effectively resolved using electron

microscopy, but this approach has only been applied to tissue volumes

less than 1 mm3 (Bock et al., 2011; Helmstaedter et al., 2013; Kasthuri

et al., 2015)—orders of magnitude smaller than the mouse brain

(~400 mm3) (Kova�cevi�c et al., 2005). Sparse labeling of neurons

relaxes the requirements on the resolution of the imaging system by

minimizing “axonal crossovers,” where axons of different cells come

into close contact (i.e., separated by less than the resolution of the

imaging system; Figure 2). Reducing axonal crossovers with sparse

neuronal labeling minimizes the likelihood of topological errors

(Chothani, Mehta, & Stepanyants, 2011) and permits reconstruction

of neurons with light microscopy.

Sparse labeling first enabled the visualization of the axons of sin-

gle neurons after the introduction of Camillo Golgi's black reaction,

which randomly labeled small numbers of neurons with an opaque

precipitate of silver chromate (Golgi, 1873). This advance directly led

to the formulation of the neuron doctrine (Ramón y Cajal, 1888), and

the law of dynamic polarization (Ramón y Cajal, 1891), important mile-

stones in our understanding of brain structure and function. In the

second half of the 20th century, chromogenic and fluorescent stains

like horseradish peroxidase (Cullheim & Kellerth, 1976; Kitai, Kocsis,

Preston, & Sugimori, 1976; Snow, Rose, & Brown, 1976), biocytin

(Horikawa & Armstrong, 1988), and lucifer yellow (Stewart, 1978; Stu-

art, Dodt, & Sakmann, 1993) introduced through a glass recording

pipette were instrumental for recovering the morphology of neurons

labeled during electrophysiological recordings—thereby linking morpho-

logical and functional information about single neurons (Cullheim &

Kellerth, 1976; Horikawa & Armstrong, 1988; Kitai et al., 1976; Snow

et al., 1976). Importantly, axonal labeling using these techniques is typi-

cally limited to a single neuron per brain and results in incomplete label-

ing due to the limited quantity of label that can be introduced into each

cell through a pipette.

Genetic and viral tools (Luo, Callaway, & Svoboda, 2008, 2018)

have addressed two of the limitations of classic sparse labeling

approaches. First, the continuous production of fluorescent proteins

within cells encoded by viral DNA or transgenes results in complete

labeling of axonal and dendritic processes (Figure 3). Second, the spar-

sity and identity of labeled neurons may be precisely controlled on

the basis of endogenous gene expression patterns (Wu et al., 2014),

by delivering viral vectors in a spatially precise manner (Economo

et al., 2016; Kuramoto et al., 2009; Li et al., 2018; Ohno et al., 2012),

or by local delivery of plasmid DNA directly through a recording

FIGURE 1 Axonal arbor of cortical projection neurons. (a) Three projection neurons in layer 5 of motor cortex collapsed in the sagittal plane.

Intratelencephalic neurons projecting to other cortical areas and the striatum display a large degree of projection heterogeneity (yellow, blue).
Pyramidal tract neurons connect motor cortex with the midbrain and hindbrain (red). (b) The same three neurons projected in the coronal plane.
Reconstructions retrieved from http://ml-neuronbrowser.janelia.org/. Total axonal lengths of illustrated neurons are 44.7 cm (yellow; ID:
AA0100), 30.1 cm (blue; ID: AA0267), and 13.4 cm (red; ID: AA0180) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 2 Axonal crossovers introduce topological uncertainty. Ambiguity in axonal reconstructions is introduced by axonal crossovers—close

appositions of axonal segments from different neurons. Examples of axonal crossovers are subjectively ordered from left to right by the level of
uncertainty to which individual fibers can be traced. Examples are two-dimensional projections of three dimensional data and are provided for
illustrative purposes only. Adapted from Economo et al. (2016)
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pipette (Han et al., 2018; Rancz et al., 2011). These advances have

been crucial for permitting high-throughput axonal reconstruction.

2.2 | Axonal imaging

Sparsely labeled axons have classically been visualized and traced

across series of thin (~50 μm) tissue sections due to constraints

imposed by light scattering in thicker tissue. Serial sections are prone

to deformation and damage, and reconstructing neurons across multi-

ple sections is laborious and error-prone.

Automated, high resolution fluorescence imaging of continuous

three-dimensional image volumes that span the whole brain has

greatly improved the efficiency of axonal reconstruction (Economo

et al., 2016). Three imaging approaches have been applied to whole

brain fluorescence imaging with sufficient signal-to-noise and resolu-

tion to resolve and trace the axons of single neurons. First, knife-edge

scanning microscopy (KESM; Mayerich et al., 2008) and fluorescence

micro-optical sectioning tomography (fMOST; Gong et al., 2013;

Li et al., 2010) both employ diamond knives to simultaneously

section and image ~1 mm wide strips of resin-embedded tissue at a

thickness of ~1 μm. Images are acquired with widefield microscopy as

the sectioned tissue moves across the knife blade. The axial resolution

of this method is therefore determined by the sectioning thickness

and not the optical system. Variants of this method maintain a reliance

on micron-scale sectioning while employing other imaging strategies

(Xiong et al., 2014). Second, in serial two photon tomography (STPT),

an image, or image volume several hundred microns in depth, near the

exposed surface of a formaldehyde-fixed tissue sample is acquired

using two-photon excitation microscopy. Tissue (50–400 μm) is then

subsequently removed using an integrated vibratome (Economo et al.,

2016; Han et al., 2018; Ragan et al., 2012). In KESM/fMOST and

STPT, sectioning and imaging are repeated until images spanning a

complete brain are acquired. Third, another approach uses selective

plane illumination microscopy (SPIM; Keller & Dodt, 2012; Mertz,

2011; Voie, Burns, & Spelman, 1993) to image optically cleared tissue

samples without the need for sectioning (Chung & Deisseroth, 2013;

Dodt et al., 2007; Renier et al., 2014; Susaki et al., 2014).

Each of these methods possess distinct advantages and disadvan-

tages for axonal reconstruction. KESM/fMOST do not require high cost

laser sources for excitation but rely upon diamond knives that may

be difficult to source and maintain. Resin embedding is complex com-

pared to standard formaldehyde fixation and incompatible with many

fluorophores. Because overlapping images are not acquired at the edge

of each field of view, these methods are prone to loss of data at the

edge of each cut. The destructive nature of this approach precludes the

repetition of imaging in these locations. STPT requires expensive pulsed

femtosecond laser sources and complex, computationally intensive vol-

umetric image stitching to correct for plastic deformation that accom-

panies each physical section. Acquisition of a complete mouse brain

volume requires 5–10 days of continuous imaging time with both

KESM/fMOST and STPT, while the equivalent volume may, in principle,

be imaged using SPIM in several hours. However, axial resolution is

lower using this approach (1–2 μm for KESM/fMOST and STPT

vs. 5–20 μm with large-volume SPIM imaging) (Dodt et al., 2007; Keller

et al., 2010). Lastly, SPIM may only be performed on optically transpar-

ent tissue cleared using chemical methods that can be difficult to effec-

tively apply to adult whole-brain samples.

2.3 | Axonal reconstruction

In serial-section reconstruction, axonal segments are traced with

pencil-and-paper and then connected manually or automatically

(Ropireddy, Scorcioni, Lasher, Buzsáki, & Ascoli, 2011; Scorcioni &

Ascoli, 2005) across sections to assemble the complete axonal arbor.

In addition to being error-prone, this process requires weeks or

months for the reconstruction of each axonal arbor (Ropireddy et al.,

2011; Wittner et al., 2007).

Reconstructing axonal projections within complete image volumes

spanning the brain is potentially far more efficient but critically reliant

upon a host of computational methods. Image data spanning the brain

must be registered (if acquired with STPT), and then resampled into a

single axis-aligned image volume in which overlapping regions from

different acquisitions are merged (Economo et al., 2015). This image

volume is displayed either in two dimensions as an image stack or ren-

dered as a three dimensional volume. Interactive annotation tools allow

human annotators to digitally trace the 3D structure of axons within

the rendered image volume. Increasingly, machine learning and com-

puter vision techniques are applied before tracing to automate parts of

the reconstruction process (Quan et al., 2016; Winnubst et al., 2019).

Each of these steps is complicated by the scale of whole-brain image

volumes; mouse brain datasets easily reach many teravoxels at the res-

olution necessary for tracing axons. The magnitude of these data have

required the development of computational pipelines in which data

transfer and compute times are not prohibitively large.

FIGURE 3 Virally expressed fluorescent proteins completely fill

axonal arbors. Reconstruction of a pyramidal tract neuron in motor
cortex labeled virally with a fluorescent protein. Bottom, left:
Collateral branches often possess small calibers compared to their
parent segments (arrows). Bottom right: Fine branches are clearly
detectable at the most distal end of the axonal arbor and end in clear
terminations (arrows) [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Algorithmic approaches for extracting axonal and dendritic mor-

phologies from light microscopic datasets have been developed for

over half a century (Glaser & Loos, 1965; Meijering, 2010) and con-

tinue to be the subject of intense research (Peng et al., 2015). In

2010, the DIgital reconstruction of Axonal and DEndritic Morphology

(DIADEM) competition solicited algorithmic approaches for tracing

axons and dendrites in small datasets acquired with fluorescence

microscopy (Ascoli, 2008). At that time, all evaluated algorithms

required substantial post hoc error correction and were unable to

achieve the goal of a 20× reduction in the human annotator time

required to trace the processes of sample neurons (Liu, 2011). Never-

theless, the DIADEM challenge succeeded in focusing computational

efforts on automated neuron reconstruction and in producing datasets

against which algorithms could be benchmarked.

The complete reconstruction of axonal projections from whole-

brain datasets containing multiple labeled neurons is a more demanding

problem than that addressed in the DIADEM challenge. Nevertheless,

both continued algorithmic development spurred by this effort (Acciai,

Soda, & Iannello, 2016; Donohue & Ascoli, 2011; Peng et al., 2015) and

improvements in the resolution and clarity of image volumes (Economo

et al., 2016; Gong et al., 2013) now enable semiautomated reconstruc-

tion. In this paradigm, axonal segments identified algorithmically—even

if incomplete—can be utilized as a prior for manual reconstruction, sub-

stantially reducing annotation time.

2.4 | Reconstruction validation

Published axonal reconstructions of the same cell types often vary

greatly in their extent (e.g., Economo et al., 2018; Gong et al., 2016;

Kita & Kita, 2012). This discrepancy is a product of commensurate vari-

ability in reconstruction completeness, and likely, accuracy. The problem

is exacerbated by the custom of including only skeletonized reconstruc-

tions in published studies, which are difficult to assess for completeness

and accuracy. The completeness and accuracy of reconstructions within

each study can be assessed by comparing reconstructions of the same

neuron across multiple annotators (or algorithms) (Winnubst et al.,

2019). Across studies, consistency would be enhanced by presentation

of representative primary data in publications (Economo et al., 2016)

and adopting standards for sharing and visualizing large datasets.

3 | APPLICATIONS

Single neuron axonal reconstructions have been instrumental in deter-

mining the precise structure of projection pathways. Here, we high-

light two examples in which this information has provided the basis

for differentiating cell types and motivating mechanistic hypotheses

of circuit function.

3.1 | Striatal pathways

Medium spiny neurons (MSNs) in the striatum were long considered a

single cell type (Fox & Rafols, 1975) based on the homogeneity of

their somato-dendritic morphology. However, retrograde labeling

(Féger & Crossman, 1984; Loopuijt & van der Kooy, 1985; Parent,

Bouchard, & Smith, 1984) and patterned expression of the neuropep-

tides enkephalin, substance P, and dynorphin (Beckstead & Kersey,

1985; Gerfen & Young, 1988) suggested that MSNs might comprise

multiple types. The number of MSN types and their projection targets

remained unclear until Kawaguchi and colleagues were able to recon-

struct the axons of several cells using classical serial-section histological

procedures (Kawaguchi, Wilson, & Emson, 1990). Axonal projection

patterns revealed two principal MSN types: direct pathway MSNs

target the globus pallidus, entopeduncular nucleus, and substantia nigra

while indirect-pathway MSNs connect exclusively with the globus

pallidus (Kawaguchi et al., 1990).

The discovery of distinct populations of MSNs, their axonal targets,

and their molecular identity directly led to the hypothesis that direct-

and indirect-pathway neurons promote and suppress movement

initiation respectively (DeLong, 1990; Gerfen et al., 1990). This idea

provided a parsimonious explanation for the deficits observed in move-

ment disorders including Huntington's disease and Parkinson's disease

and remains the dominant model for the involvement of basal ganglia

circuits in motor function. Axonal reconstructions of MSNs were

enabled by the relative simplicity of their projection patterns, extending

only to targets within the basal ganglia. Complete reconstructions of

more complex neurons in other brain areas remained difficult to

achieve before whole-brain imaging methods were developed.

3.2 | Pyramidal tract pathways

Cortical pyramidal tract (PT) neurons form the only direct connections

between the neocortex and the midbrain, hindbrain, and spinal cord

(Lemon, 2008; Shepherd, 2013). PT neurons in the motor cortex com-

municate cortical motor commands to subcortical motor centers

(Dum & Strick, 1991; Evarts, 1966, 1968; Lawrence & Kuypers, 1968;

Tower, 1940). Many PT neurons are also activated during the prepara-

tion of specific motor actions, well in advance of movement initiation

(Tanji & Evarts, 1976) raising the question of why some PT activity

patterns drive movement and others do not. The functional heteroge-

neity of PT neurons is mirrored by their structural diversity. Subsets

of PT neurons project to the thalamus, superior colliculus, red

nucleus, pons, medulla, and spinal cord (Akintunde & Buxton, 1992;

Catsman-Berrevoets & Kuypers, 1981; Hallman, Schofield, & Lin,

1988). Nevertheless, the precise number of PT projection types and

their brain-wide connectivity remained unclear.

Brain-wide reconstructions of PT neurons using modern methods

(Economo et al., 2016) identified that these neurons could be divided

into two groups based on their brain-wide connectivity (Economo et al.,

2018). One group of neurons projected to the thalamus—thought to be

a critical node for motor planning (Guo et al., 2017)—and avoided the

medulla and spinal cord (Figure 4; green hues), which contain premotor

circuits. The other type displayed the opposite pattern—bypassing the

thalamus and branched widely within premotor-nuclei in the medulla

(Figure 4; magenta hues). Further investigation revealed that thalamus-

and medulla-projecting PT neurons are located in distinct cortical laminae

and possessed unique gene expression patterns (Economo et al., 2018;

Tasic et al., 2018)—establishing that PT neurons consist of two unique

cell types. Electrophysiological recordings revealed distinct activity pat-

terns within these two cell types. PT neurons connecting to the thalamus
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stably encode a motor plan for upcoming movements, while PT cells

projecting to the medulla communicate motor signals to premotor areas

(Economo et al., 2018). These findings delineated novel cortical motor

pathways each engaged in distinct phases of movement control.

4 | FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Analyses of single-neuron axonal projections have typically been limited

to reconstructions of a few or, at most, a few tens of neurons. Recent

technological advances now permit the reconstruction of hundreds or

thousands of neurons (Winnubst et al., 2019), an increase of more than

a factor of ten. How many neuronal reconstructions will be required to

identify all projection neuron types in the brain and to describe their

brain-wide connectivity patterns? The mammalian brain contains hun-

dreds of brain areas. In well-studied regions like the mouse neocortex,

multiple projection types have been described (Gerfen, Economo, &

Chandrashekar, 2018; Shepherd, 2013). To conclude that all projection

types have been identified and to characterize the variability within each

type, one would like to reconstruct dozens of neurons of each type

and hence a hundred or more from each brain area. This implies that a

census of tens of thousands of neurons spanning the brain may be

required to achieve a description of region-to-region connectivity in the

mammalian brain at a single-neuron level. The eventual attainment of

this goal will require an additional increase in axonal reconstruction

throughput of at least another order of magnitude. In addition to the

current limitations on reconstruction throughput, it remains difficult

to evaluate the gene expression and function of neurons whose axons

have been reconstructed—other criteria which are critically important

for enumerating cell types and understanding the function of neural

circuits. These challenges may be addressed by exploiting innovative

methodologies.

4.1 | Increasing the throughput of current
approaches

One approach for increasing the efficiency of axonal reconstructions

is to improve each component of the existing labeling-imaging-tracing

procedure for axonal reconstruction without altering the overall

paradigm.

Improved labeling methods permit more neurons to be labeled

and imaged within each brain without increasing the probability of

reconstruction errors. Spectral multiplexing greatly reduces the ambi-

guity introduced by axonal crossovers when axons originating from

different cells as each fluoresce with a characteristic color. Although

multicolor labeling and imaging has been employed in the past, it has

FIGURE 4 Axonal reconstructions of PT neurons reveals their structural diversity. (a) Reconstruction of four thalamus-projecting PT neurons

(green hues; top) and four medulla-projecting PT neurons (magenta hues; bottom) collapsed in the sagittal plane. (b) Overlay of the same eight
neurons illustrated in (a) reveal that projections to these structures originate from distinct neuronal populations. Adapted from Economo et al.
(2018) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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largely been limited to two distinct fluorophores. Combinatorial label-

ing with more fluorophores spanning the palette of available colors

(Jefferis & Livet, 2012; Lichtman, Livet, & Sanes, 2008), and exhibiting

distinct patterns of subcellular localization (Loulier et al., 2014) could

permit many more neurons to be labeled without introducing addi-

tional reconstruction ambiguity.

Controlling the spatial distribution of sparsely labeled neurons can

further minimize axonal crossovers. The most common approach for

sparsely labeling a small cohort of neurons is through viral infection of a

subset of neurons within one or a few localized areas (Economo et al.,

2016; Kuramoto et al., 2009, 2017; Li et al., 2018; Ohno et al., 2012;

Winnubst et al., 2019). Distributing labeled neurons uniformly across

the brain minimizes the probability of axonal crossovers, as neurons

from different brain regions are less likely to share similar projections

than neurons confined to a single region. New viral reagents engineered

to efficiently cross the blood brain barrier can be administered systemi-

cally and label neurons in this fashion (Bedbrook, Deverman, &

Gradinaru, 2018; Chan et al., 2017). Tamoxifen-inducible expression

systems and other transgenic approaches provide potential alternatives

for sparse, distributed labeling (Lu & Yang, 2017; Wu et al., 2014).

Whole-brain clearing and immunolabeling procedures (Cai et al.,

2018; Chung & Deisseroth, 2013; Dodt et al., 2007; Hama et al.,

2015; Renier et al., 2014; Richardson & Lichtman, 2015; Susaki et al.,

2014; Yang et al., 2014) now enable fast, large volume SPIM imaging.

Although the axial resolution of SPIM has lagged that achievable with

STPT and KESM/fMOST, this drawback may be addressed by

advanced SPIM techniques that overcome limitations on axial resolu-

tion (Chhetri et al., 2015; Keller & Dodt, 2012; Keller et al., 2010;

Tomer, Khairy, Amat, & Keller, 2012; Verveer et al., 2007). It may be

possible to acquire whole mouse brain image volumes with submicron

resolution in as little as a few hours using SPIM, an increase of ~50×

in acquisition speed compared to STPT and KESM/fMOST.

Together, improved labeling and imaging methods could enable

high-resolution whole-brain imaging and reconstruction of hundreds of

neurons per day. Exploiting a high-throughput imaging strategy such as

SPIM would enable one to image more brains, each containing a lower

density of labeled cells. Utilizing a spectrally and spatially distributed

labeling strategy would further reduce the effective density of neurons

containing the same label. In this regime, ambiguous axonal crossovers

could be greatly reduced or eliminated entirely. This strategy, together

with continued improvement of automated segmentation and tracing

algorithms that fully exploit GPU-accelerated machine learning

approaches might allow reconstruction with minimal manual interven-

tion. Analogous approaches for electron microscopy datasets have been

successful in reducing reconstruction time, spurred by several public

competitions (http://brainiac2.mit.edu/isbi_challenge/; https://cremi.

org/). Such advances would greatly increase reconstruction throughput

and support the determination of the brain-wide connectivity projec-

tion neuron types spanning hundreds of brain areas.

4.2 | Sequencing-based analysis of projection
patterns

Another class of approaches for revealing long-range connectivity hopes

to exploit the low cost and parallelizability of next-generation sequencing

to replace large-scale imaging. In one approach, referred to as MapSeq

(Han et al., 2018; Kebschull et al., 2016), viral vectors are synthesized

in which each virion expresses a unique sequence (“barcode”) together

with an axonal targeting sequence. Following an injection of a library of

barcoded viral particles, putative target areas are microdissected and

sequenced in bulk. The presence or absence of a particular barcode in

each target region indicates whether or not that area received a projec-

tion from the cell associated with that barcode. The output of a

MapSeq experiment is a binary connectivity matrix describing which

neurons connect with each brain region. This inexpensive approach

makes it possible to evaluate the connectivity of many neurons with

many target regions. However, to achieve a high concentration of

mRNA barcodes, MapSeq employs viral reagents that are highly toxic

to neurons. Additionally, the sensitivity of this method—how much

axon must be present in the sequenced sample for the detection of

barcode mRNA—remains unclear. While producing some of the same

biological information as axonal reconstruction, the spatial resolution

of MapSeq is relatively poor and limited to volumes of tissue that

can be microdissected. Furthermore, this approach is largely unable

to assess the spatial distribution of axonal projections within a target

area and provides only coarse information about the extent of inner-

vation. Nevertheless, sequencing based methods such as MapSeq

offer an exciting, complementary approaches to the labeling-imaging-

tracing paradigm for projection mapping.

4.3 | Physiological and transcriptomic analysis of
reconstructed neurons

A consensus set of cell types in the brain will ultimately by synthe-

sized from a combination of morphological, transcriptomic, and physi-

ological descriptors. Large-scale efforts are rapidly identifying and

cataloguing transcriptomic cell types—groups of neurons exhibiting

similar gene expression patterns—across the brain (Saunders et al.,

2018; Tasic et al., 2018; Zeisel et al., 2018). Integrating information

about a neuron's gene expression and physiology with axonal recon-

structions remains a major outstanding challenge.

Gene expression patterns of reconstructed neurons may be

determined through a number of approaches. Projection patterns may

be characterized within genetically specified populations by taking

advantage of transgenic driver lines (Gong et al., 2007; Madisen et al.,

2010). A more complete representation of gene expression within

each neuron can be provided by combining axonal reconstruction with

in situ hybridization (ISH) of multiple transcripts. These efforts are hin-

dered by the difficulty of performing ISH in whole-brain tissue vol-

umes, although progress has been made toward this goal (Chen et al.,

2016; Lein, Borm, & Linnarsson, 2017; Shah et al., 2016). Alternately,

tissue sections removed during whole-brain STPT may be collected

following imaging (Jiang et al., 2017) and processed for ISH to reveal

the molecular identity of imaged neurons. This approach can leverage

existing gene expression datasets produced using single-cell RNA

sequencing methods. In-depth surveys of the expression patterns of

all transcriptomic types in a brain region can be mined for a small set

of genes whose expression effectively discriminates between types.

ISH may then be used to determine the expression of the reduced set

to map each cell onto a particular transcriptomic type.
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Neurons may be characterized physiologically before axonal

reconstruction using electrophysiological or optical recording tech-

niques. Similar to classical methods for staining neurons during patch

clamp recordings, a glass pipette can be used to both record neuronal

activity and deliver plasmid DNA encoding a fluorescent protein

(Cohen et al., 2013; Han et al., 2018; Kitamura, Judkewitz, Kano,

Denk, & Häusser, 2008; Rancz et al., 2011) that can be used for post

hoc axonal reconstruction. Due to experimental challenges, this pro-

cess is typically limited to small numbers of neurons near the dorsal

surface of the brain.

Optical recording methods in which activity is reported by geneti-

cally encoded calcium or voltage indicators (GECIs/GEVIs) (Chen

et al., 2013; Hochbaum et al., 2014; Lin & Schnitzer, 2016; Sepehri

Rad et al., 2017) can also be used to characterize neurons physiologi-

cally prior to axonal reconstruction. In this paradigm, GECIs/GEVIs

may be expressed densely within a given brain region so that a large

population of cells can be functionally characterized. A second, spec-

trally distinct fluorophore may then be expressed sparsely in a subset

of cells and used for post hoc axonal reconstruction.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

Understanding region-to-region connectivity in the mammalian brain

is the underlying motivation for a number of large-scale efforts in mice

(Bohland et al., 2009; Oh et al., 2014), and humans (Glasser et al.,

2016; Van Essen et al., 2013). Nevertheless, little is known about the

fine structure of brain-wide connectivity at the single neuron level—

the structural substrate controlling how information flows between

brain areas. Application of innovative methodology to improve

the speed, accuracy, and completeness of axonal reconstruction is

addressing this knowledge gap and illuminating the pathways through

which information is broadcasted from the hippocampus (Cembrowski

et al., 2018), motor cortex (Economo et al., 2018; Hooks et al., 2018),

and thalamus (Phillips et al., 2018) to the rest of the brain. A system-

atic brain wide analysis of projection pathways may soon be possible

through the continued exploitation of advances in computational,

optical, and genetic tools.
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